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Discovery Channel

AUGUST 28

Tim and Eric Awesome Show, Great Jobi
10-Year Anniversary Special
12:01-12:JOAM"

I ADULT SWI M

Tim Heidecker and Eric Wareheim revive
their lo-ti, high-energy, Dada-esque comedy circus for a special that mixes new bits
(a song about tiny Lamborghinis) with
odd-'n' -old friends (Spagett, Pierre). uwe
put on our spandex pants and they were
a little more snug than they were 10 years
ago," says Wareheim, ubut we had the juice
to keep those dance moves going.ff Speaking of moves, Will Forte will teach you #how
to massage yourself if you don't have the
money to get a massage.ff says Wareheim,
uor if you don't like other people touching
your body.u Tim and Eric-funny and handy.
-Dan Snierson *airing after midnight Sunday

~

Meghan
Markle and
Patrick J.
Adams

100th Episode

Suits
WEDNESDAY. AUG. 30

I 9-10 PM I USA

Suits' dynamic duo are back-and just in time for the legal
drama's milestone 100th episode. In the wake of :finding out
about senior partner Alex Williams' (Dule Hill) involvement
with a corrupt private company, superlawyers Harvey (Gabriel
Macht) and Mike (Patrick J. Adams) team up for the first time
since the premiere. "It's really an episode about seeing them
come up against the big baddie of the season," says Adams, who
also directed the hour. "As I was shooting it, I definitely aimed
to embrace that visually with these two. It's Batman and Robin
together again, fighting the good fight." As the prison case
comes to a close, we'll also see Donna (Sarah Rafferty) and
Louis (Rick Hoffman) finally confront their "real crushing
sense of loneliness," says Adams, offering up one more tease:
"It opens up a few more doors for our main characters on a
more personal level." -Chancellor Agard
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AUGUST 29
Season Finale
Animal Kingdom
9-10PM

I TNT

Realizing she could
be in jail for longer
than expected,
Smurf enacts
a plan. Maybe she
should start with
adopting a more
intimidating moniker?
The Bold Type
9-10PM

I FREEFO RM

Manhunt:
Unabomber
10-11PM

I DI SCOVERY

Kaczynski lists
the events that
pushed him to
the brink. "No. 1:
Can't find a hoodie
that makes me
look not-creepy."
The Murder of
Laci Peterson
10-11PM

I A& E

Due to a massive
traffic jam outside,
the staff is stuck
at the magazine's
offices all night.
A horror story.

Tonight's chapter
covers "The Most
Hated Man in
America." Looks like
you're off the hook,
Martin Shkreli!

Hollywood
Game Night

The Therapist

10- 11PM

I NBC

This week's celebs
include Pamela
Adlon, Cheryl Hines,
Johnny Weir, and
Johnny Weir's outfit.

10:30- 11PM

I VICELAND

Real therapy sessions
with music stars,
such as tonight's
guest Dreezy.
How does this make
you feel?
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AUGUST 31

AUG 30

Marvel's lnhumans

SEPTET BUT EQUAL

CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS

CMT Crossroads
10-11PM

I CMT

The Backstreet Boys
and Florida Georgia
Line join forces
for a joint concert
performance.
I guess you could
say that together,
they are .. .in sync.
Rancher, Farmer, Fisherman
9 - 11PM

I DISCOVERY

America has long been known for its
beautiful landscapes-but every year, it
seems, the grass gets thinner, the sun
burns hotter, and the desert expands. In
response, this new documentary showcases the front lines of the battle (via each
of the three titular professions) to save our
natural resources while we still can. The
film provides majestic shots of the country,
of course, as well as ever-soothing narration courtesy of Tom Brokaw. But the truly
inspiring part is the focus on everyday
Americans teaming up to try to put Earth
back together. A- -Christian Holub

PIGSKIN PREMIERE

8 - 11,30PM

I ABC

If this Florida StateAlabama matchup
goes past midnight,
it'll be renamed
the 2017 Sorry-We'reActually-ClosedToday Kickoff Game.

Series Finale
Twin Peaks
8 - 10PM

I SHOWTIME

It's a special twohour finale, giving
you even more
time to not have
any earthly idea
what the heck is
going on.
The Last Ship
9 - 10PM

I TNT

Captain Slattery is
haunted by visions
of the past. He must
have done something really horrible!
Get Shorty
10- 11PM

I EPI X

Rick feels uneasy
after he starts
confronting visions
from his past. Wait
a second .. .what
did he do, and was
Captain Slattery
involved??

ILLUSTRATION S BY MAX DALTON

I IMAX/ABC

"It's shocking and weird and you're not
quite sure if you believe what you've seen."
That's lnhumans EP Scott Buck referring to
the show's one-ton teleporting bulldog,
but it's also an apt description of Marvel's
new TV entry, debuting in IMAX before
airing on ABC (Sept. 29). Centered on
eccentrically powered hybrids, the series
sets aside typical superpowers for Medusa's (Serinda Swan) tactile hair and Black
Bolt's (Anson Mount) city-leveling whisper.
But Buck says it's the human fear of the
unknown-of the other-that makes the
story resonate. "That's what's happening in
the world right now. We're not looking to
avoid it." - Natalie Abrams

SEPTEMBER 3

SEPT 2

Saturday Night
College Football:
2017 Chlck-fil-A
Kickoff Game

SEPTEMBER 1

Season Finale
Power
9-10PM

Ballers
10- 10,30PM

I STARZ

Throughout its four seasons, Power has claimed many
victims. But few moments were as shocking as last
week's episode, which featured the heartbreaking
death of Raina St. Patrick (Donshea Hopkins). The loss
of a daughter, sister, and niece will find her fractured
family uniting with one common goal: revenge.
"Raina's death really has consequences for everyone
involved, and [it] galvanizes our characters into a fully
unified story in the finale that brings together some
very strange bedfellows," teases creator Courtney
A. Kemp. "By the end of it, we've catapulted the show
into a completely new chapter." -Derek Lawrence

I HBO

The episode is
titled "Ricky-Leaks;'
so I assume it'll
be about people
who illegally stream
"She Bangs."
The Strain
10-11PM

I FX

Reeling from a
loss, the group continues its plight
against the bloodsucking vampires.
But there's blame on
both sides. There
was violence on
many sides. I don't
know if you know,
but the vampires
had permits. They
were sucking blood
very peacefully.
The other side didn't
have a permit. And
a lot of the vampires
are very fine people,
believe me.
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